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Abstract : Efficient utilization of network resources, provided by multiple interfaces available on today devices, is critical in
facilitating parallel connections through multiple paths. Load distribution strategies in using multiple interfaces for
simultaneous data transmission have been studied. This paper presents a thorough literature review of various existing load
distribution models, and classifies them in terms of their key functionalities such as traffic splitting and path selection. Based on a
number of significant criteria such as the ability to balance load and to maintain packet ordering, along with several
other issues, which affect network performance perceived by users, we analyze various examples of existing models, and
then compare and identify their exhibited advantages as well as shortcomings
1. INTRODUCTION
HE DEMAND for a wide variety of network services has been

the major driving force for innovation and development
of various networking technologies. Network capacity
provisioning and Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees are
key issues in meeting this demand. The presence of several
physical/logical interfaces incorporated with a multipath
routing/forwarding protocol allows users to use multiple
paths in establishing simultaneous connections. The
exploitation of multiple paths no longer aims only at
circumventing single point of failure scenarios but also
focuses on facilitating network provision, where its
effectiveness is indeed essential to maximize high quality
network services and guarantee QoS at high data rates [1],
[2]. Bandwidth aggregation and networkload balancing are
two major issues that have attracted tremendous amount of
research, and a number of load distribution approaches
have been proposed.
Before plunging into details of load distribution models, for
the sake of completeness, we discuss multipath configurations that
can be established in several different ways, as shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) present generalized cases where a source or
a gateway in the network distributes traffic. While there is just
one distribution point for simplicity in Fig. 1(b), multiple
distribution points can indeed exist between source
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and destination gateways, and load balancing in such case
is referred to as multi-stage load balancing [3]. A special
routing technique is required at a source or a gateway to
establish multiple path routing. In the Internet, one of the
most well-known routing techniques is Equal-Cost Multi-Path
(ECMP) routing [4], [5] which is currently supported by
Internet routing protocols such as Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF) [6], Routing Information Protocol (RIP) [7], [8], and
Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) [9].
ECMP routes packets along multiple paths of equal cost. In
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks [10], the
source and destination gateways correspond to an ingress and
egress router, respectively. The multiple paths between them
can be setup by using a signaling protocol, e.g., ConstraintBased Routing Label Distribution Protocol (CR-LDP) [11]
or Resource Reservation Protocol-Traffic Engineering (RSVPTE) [12]. Load balancing structures without dynamic traffic
engineering can incur heavy use of multipath routing
[13], [14]. Various kinds of dynamic traffic engineering techniques
for load balancing over multiple paths, such as [15], [16], 17], and
some others overviewed in [18], [19], have been proposed. Fig. 1(c)
is a special case of Fig. 1(a) where the first hop from the source is
via a wireless medium. Owing to advances of wireless
communications, we can simultaneously use several different
types of wireless access networks, e.g.,
3G
(IMT2000), WiMAX (IEEE 802.16) [20], and Wireless Fidelity (IEEE
802.11). On the other hand, inverse multiplexing [21] depicted in
Fig. 1(d) can be considered as an abstraction of Fig. 1(b). It
is a popular technique engineering can incur heavy use of
multipath routing [13],to exploit multiple parallel point-to-point
narrowband paths as a single point-to-point broadband path by
using the bandwidth aggregation technology [22]. Wide Area
Multi-Link PPP (WAMP) [23], strIPe [24], and Dynamic Hashing
with Flow Volume (DHFV) [25] are implementations of inverse
multiplexing. Fig. 1(e) presents a generalized model of relay
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networks such as Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs), wireless
mesh networks, and satellite mesh networks. Split Multipath
Routing (SMR) [26] and Multi-path Source Routing (MSR) [27]
developed based on Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [28],
and Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector - Multipath (AODVM)
[29] and Ad hoc On-Demand Multipath Distance Vector
(AOMDV) [30] developed from Ad hoc On-Demand Distance
Vector (AODV) [31] are notable multipath routing protocols for
MANETs. In [32], QoS is taken into consideration in routing.
For satellite mesh network consisting of non-geostationary
satellites, Explicit Load Balancing (ELB) [33] has been
developed to distribute traffic among multiple different links in
order to avoid traffic convergence
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As mentioned above, there exist different networks with various
environments in establishing multiple paths, and multiple
paths can be established by using a totally different technology
in each situation. Since we focus on load balancing over
multiple paths, we do not address routing to establish multiple
paths. In other words, multiple paths for load balancing are
assumed to be already established by routing techniques. In
this paper, the generalized multipath forwarding mechanism
is first described in Section II while various existing load
distribution models along with key functional components in
multipath forwarding are introduced in Section III. Significant
performance issues and criteria in load distribution such as
ability to prevent load imbalance, bandwidth utilization efficiency in each path, and ability to maintain packet ordering,
are presented in Section IV. The performance of existing models is compared and evaluated based on qualitative analysis and
simulation results in Section V and Section VI, respectively.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VII.
II. M ULTIPATH FORWARDING M ECHANISMS

(a) Multipath
routing at
source node with
multiple
interfaces.

(b) Multipath
routing at
gateway node
with
multiple
interfaces

(c) Multipath at
source node
with multiple
wireless
interfaces

The important role of load distribution is engineered by
the traffic splitting and path selection, which are the key
components of multipath forwarding and the focus of this
paper. Note that separately analyzing these two components
of a multipath forwarding mechanism is one of our main
contributions that are expected to help readers understand
load distribution models. After having described the general
multipath forwarding mechanism, different types of traffic
units and different path selection schemes will be discussed
A. Basic Multipath Forward
Fig. 2(a) illustrates the functional components of multipath
forwarding: traffic splitting and path selection. The traffic
splitting component splits the traffic into traffic units, each
of which independently takes a path, which is determined by
the path selection component. If the forwarding processor is
busy, each traffic unit is queued in the input queue attached
at the output link as determined by the path selection. Various
multipath forwarding models perform load distribution in
different manners. Each model exhibits different advantages
and shortcomings because of the difference in their internal
functional components, i.e., traffic splitting and path selection

(d) Inverse multiplexing
over multiple PPP links

(e) Multipath routing over
wireless mesh network or
mobile ad hoc network

Fig. 1. Examples of various multipath configurations

(a) Functional components of the multipath forwarding mechanism
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load distribution model. To further specify a particular flow,
for example, packet header information such as source address,
type of service, and protocol number can be used [35].

(b) Classification of traffic splitting granularity

In subflow-level traffic splitting, a flow of packets heading
for the same destination is allowed to be split into subflows
(i.e., a subset of packets in an original flow), sometimes
referred to as a flowlet. All packets in a subflow are destined
for the same destination, but all packets heading for the
same destination may be carried in different subflows. Various
flow characteristics can be taken into account in a splitting
condition, e.g., packet inter-arrival time and packet arrival
rate, depending on the load balancing objective. Reference
[36] shows an example of the splitting condition to achieve a
specific load balancing objective, which will be described in
the next section.
In superflow-level traffic splitting, traffic is split into superflows, each of which is a group of flows having the same
result calculated from their flow identifiers by some specific
function. As compared to a flow-level traffic splitting, packets
heading for different destinations can be grouped into the same
superflow. A hash function is a well-known example used
for load balancing in the Internet. A traffic splitting scheme
that uses a hash algorithm to generate hash values of packet
identifiers is typically known as a hash-based traffic splitting
scheme [37].

(c) Taxonomy of path selection
Fig. 2. Multipath forwarding mechanism and its internal
functional components

B. Traffic Splitting
By the traffic splitting component, aggregated traffic from
traffic sources is split into several traffic units [34], where
the constitution of a traffic unit depends on the level of
splitting granularity. The traffic splitting classification is
illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

In sub-super flow-level traffic splitting, a sub-super flow is a
group of packets (which is a subset of a superflow) which
satisfy a certain splitting condition, similar to the relation
between a subflow and a flow. As compared to a subflow, some
packets in a sub-superflow head for different destinations, but
have the same hashing result of their packet identifiers. In
addition to characteristics of each flow, those of aggregated
flows (e.g., flow inter-arrival time and the number of flows

In packet-level traffic splitting, traffic is split into the
smallest possible scale, i.e., a single packet. Path selection is
individually decided for each packet. A load distribution model
with this kind of traffic splitting is referred to as a packetbased load distribution model.
In flow-level traffic splitting, packet-identifiers determined
from destination addresses stored in packet headers, are taken
into consideration in splitting. All packets heading for the
same destinations are grouped together; each group is defined
as a unit of flow with a unique flow identifier. Splitting traffic
at this level can maintain packet ordering since path selection
for all packets in the same flow is identical. The path selection
for each flow is made independently. A load distribution model
with this kind of traffic splitting is referred to as a flow-based

Fig. 3. Load distribution model classification
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in a sub-superflow) can be taken into account in the traffic
splitting.
C. Path Selection
The path selection component is responsible for choosing a path
for an arrived packet. Path selection for each of the traffic units is
independently decided. In a load distribution model with packetlevel traffic splitting, the selection is made independently for each
packet, while, in that with the other traffic splitting (i.e., flow,
subflow, superflow, and sub-superflowlevel traffic splitting),
the selection will be made similarly for all packets of the same
traffic unit. Most path selection schemes can be categorized into
four types as shown in Fig. 2(c) and described as follows.
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1) Info-Unaware Models: Load distribution models requiring no information regarding traffic and network condition
are classified into the info-unaware class; they do not require
collecting any information on traffic load or from the network.
Their major advantages and drawbacks are summarized in
Table I.

In network-condition-based selector (NetCon), network
conditions such as path delay, path loss, and queue length are
used to determine the output path, according to the goal of load
balancing.

Packet-By-Packet Round-Robin (PBP-RR)
PBP-RR has been implemented in several applications, e.g.,
ECMP routing and inverse multiplexing. The first example is
incorporated in packet-switched networks while the latter is in
multiple point-to-point networks. Since PBP-RR implements
the packet-based round-robin path scheduling [4], it achieves
simplicity and starvation-free (i.e., no idle path exists while
a packet is waiting to be sent) and causes no communication
overhead; however, inability to maintain per-flow packet ordering and to control the amount of load shared (by the multiple
paths) are its drawbacks. Owing to its inability to control the
amount of shared load, PBP-RR is not able to balance load
among heterogeneous multiple paths. If the parameter of each
path is different (their bandwidths are unequal), PBP-RR can
cause problems such as over-utilization of a path with low
capacity and under-utilization of a path with high capacity
Weighted Round Robin (WRR) The idea of weighted sharing by
using WRR path scheduling [41] is implemented to support
heterogeneous multiple paths [9], [42]. Each path is assigned a
value that signifies,relative to the other paths in the set of
multiple paths, how much traffic load should be assigned on that
connection path. This “weight” determines how many more (or
fewer) packets are sent via that path as compared to other
paths. In other words, the numbers of packets assigned to paths
are limited by weights of the paths. WRR has been
incorporated in several routing protocols such as EIGRP [9] and
MSR [27]. In WRR, load imbalance can occur owing to variation
in the size of packets. Also, it can occur because of improper
weight assignment (i.e., a path with low bandwidth is
assigned a large weight while a path with large bandwidth
assigned a low weight).

III. EXISTING MODELS

Weighted Interleaved Round Robin (WIRR)

Existing load distribution models can be classified into two
categories, namely, non-adaptive and adaptive models which
are further classified in the first and the second subsection, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Various examples of load distribution models
are investigated in terms of their functionalities, characteristics as well as internal functional components. Then, they
are summarized in the last subsection.

WIRR [43], [44] possesses characteristics almost similar
to those of WRR except that a successive packet will be
sent to the next parallel path in a round robin manner. Only
the paths having a smaller number of sent packets than
the desired number will remain in a pool (of paths which
can be selected) for the next round. Unlike WRR, WIRR
prevents continuous use of a particular path; it can thus reduce

Round robin selector (RR) is a path selection scheme in which
successive traffic units are sent across all parallel paths in a
round robin manner. RR selector [38], [39] is rather simple
with the computational complexity of O(1), requiring no additional
network information for path selection.
In packet-info-based selector (PacketInfo), a packet identifier obtained from packet header information of an arrived
packet plays an important role in the path selection. Typically,
an outgoing path is determined based on the output of a
function of the packet identifier (e.g., a mapping function and
a modulo-N hashing function). If a hash function is used, it
is known as the hash-based path selection mechanism.
In traffic-condition-based selector (TrafficCon), traffic conditions are taken into account in path selection. They include
traffic load, traffic rate, traffic volume, and the number of
active flows [40], and are selected depending upon control
objectives.

A. Classification of Non-Adaptive Models “Info-unaware” refers
to the class of models which make a raw decision on distributing
traffic without taking external information into account, and
“packet-info-based” refers to the class of models that require
packet information obtained from the packet header.
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Surplus Round Robin (SRR)
SRR [24] is based on a modified version of Deficit Round
Robin (DRR) [45], which is a modified WRR. With varying
packet sizes, PBP-RR, WRR, and WIRR result in unfair
sharing in favor of longer packets; SRR has a better
performance in load balancing because it uses a bytebased counter, and it is thus not affected by packet-size
variation. Each path is associated with a deficit counter
and a quantum of service, measured in bytes, proportional
to the bandwidth of the path.

(a) Direct Hashing (DH) scheme

(b) Table-Based Hashing (TH) scheme

The deficit counter representing the difference between the
desired and actual loads allocated to each path is taken
into account in the path selection. At the beginning of each
round, the deficit counter is increased by the given
quantum for that path. Each time a path is selected for
sending a packet, its deficit counter is decreased by the
packet size. As long as the deficit counter is positive,
the selection result will remain unchanged. Otherwise,
the next path with positive deficit counter will be selected
in a round robin manner. If the deficit counters of all paths
are non-positive, the round is over and a new round has
begun. SRR has been implemented for load balancing in
packet-switched networks, as a part of strIPe protocol [24].
2) Packet-Info-Based (Non-Adaptive) Models: Packet re
ordering is the major problem of the info-unaware models.
Selecting the same path for all packets having the same
destination address can solve the problem. To do so, packet
information is required for path selection. This idea has been
incorporated in [47] and has also been studied in hash-based
schemes [5], [37], [48], as summarized in Table I and detailed
as follows.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
(c) Highest Random Weight (HRW) scheme
Fig. 4. Functional components of the well-known hashbased algorithms for Internet load balancing
non-work-conserving idle time (i.e., duration time when
a
particular path is idle while a packet is waiting to be sent).
Similar to the problem stated in the case of RR, both WRR
and WIRR schemes are still unable to maintain per-flow
packet ordering.

As evidenced by several load balancing applications, exploitation of multiple communication paths is no longer only
for single point of failure protection, but also for network
provisioning. This article presents a comprehensive review
of various existing load distribution models. Each model
is described in terms of its internal functions in multipath
forwarding mechanism, i.e., the traffic splitting and the path
selection. The performance of each model is evaluated
by using different criteria, i.e., adaptability for dynamic
traffic or network condition changes, load balancing and
bandwidth utilization efficiencies, degree of flow
redistribution, packet ordering preservation, ommunication
overhead, computational complexity, and implementation
complexity. In our study, it is obvious that the performance
of load distribution modelslargely depends on the feature
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of their traffic splitting and path selection schemes. Their
performance has also been demonstrated through
simulations by using traffic traces observed in
real networks.
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